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ABSTRACT
Experience with inspections, incidents, and investigations of failure in dams in Mexico led to a risk-based Simplified Ranking 
Procedure (SRP) that prioritizes dams in order of dam failure risk and focuses dam safety activities on prevention of rather than
reaction to incidents and emergencies. The SRP combines current methods of risk assessment with a simplified procedure for
incorporating probabilities of failure by applying Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA) as a decision-making tool to assess dam safety and
manage the risks associated with dam infrastructure in Mexico. It will help engineering and financial managers focus resources on
those cases with highest risk, and could also serve as a guideline to establish a Mexican Dam Safety Standard within a National Dam
Safety Program and to institutionalize best practices for evaluating structural and operational dam safety. To help implement the MCA
processes of ranking, rating, and weighting, the SRP method—illustrated with actual dam incidents from Mexico—considers 
geotechnical, hydrological, geological, and other factors (including human errors) as the main causes of dam failure. 

RÉSUMÉ
À partir de l’expérience en matière d’incidents, d’inspection de barrages et d’enquêtes sur les ruptures de barrages au Mexique, une
procédure simplifiée de classification (SRP) pour l’évaluation des risques est proposée. L’objectif est de classer les barrages par degré 
de risque afin de pouvoir adopter une politique préventive plutôt que réactive face aux urgences et incidents. Les méthodes actuelles
d’évaluation du risque font appel à des procédures simplifiées qui permettent de prendre en compte les probabilités de rupture. La 
technique SRP utilise une approche simplifiée de type Multicritère (MCA) comme outil d’assistance à la décision et d’évaluation de la 
sécurité des barrages et du risque pour l’infrastructure hydraulique au Mexique. Elle facilite la communication entre ingénieurs et
responsables économiques et permet de concentrer les ressources sur les cas présentant la plus grande vulnérabilité. Le SRP est
également conçu comme guide pour les normes de sécurité des barrages mexicains permettant de systématiser l’évaluation des
barrages en termes de sécurité fonctionnelle et structurelle. La méthode SRP est illustrée et calibrée par des exemples d’incidents qui 
se sont présentés sur des barrages mexicains. Parmi les principales sources de ruptures de barrage, on met en évidence les problèmes 
géotechniques, hydrologiques, et géologiques, et les erreurs humaines, facteurs qui sont pris en compte pour définir le risque de 
rupture des barrages dans la procédure SRP de classification, évaluation, et pondération. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Statistics of incidents, accidents, and failures in Mexico 
during the past two decades show that no catastrophic dam 
failures have occurred. Nevertheless, serious dam incidents 
have prompted the federal government, through the National 
Water Commission (CNA), to undertake response actions to 
ensure the safety of dams.  

Mexico’s National Water Law and CNA’s Regulations 
hold the dam owners responsible for the safety of their dams. 
The dam infrastructure in Mexico consists of nearly 4500 
impoundments, of which about 800 are considered large dams 
according to the International Commission on Large Dams.  
These large dams constitute a key component of vital national 
water supply, irrigation, and electricity networks. CNA, as 
owner of many water supply and irrigation dams, finds itself 
in the dual role of owner and regulator of dams in Mexico. 
Other federal agencies with responsibility for dams include 
the Federal Commission of Electricity (owner of most 
hydropower dams), and the International Boundary and Water 
Commission of Mexico (charged with four Río Bravo 1

international dams shared with the United States).  
Dam construction inspections between 1926 and 1946 

prompted the first dam safety activities in Mexico. These 
inspections aimed to ensure that dam design and any design 
changes during construction were satisfactory. In 1964, the 
first attempts at risk classification for dams in Mexico 

1
also known as the Rio Grande in the U.S.A.

consisted of estimating the size of destructive potential [Sz] in 
terms of the product of the hydraulic height by the storage 
capacity (Guerrero y Torres, J. 1964). The basic mitigation 
strategies for dam safety in Mexico consist of periodic dam 
inspections; performance-based monitoring, using standard 
analyses for maximum credible or operating earthquakes and 
probable maximum flood; and, since 1995, risk assessments. 
To be preventive rather than reactive in attending to 
emergencies and incidents in dams, the writers have 
developed the Simplified Ranking Procedure (SRP), a 
decision–making tool presented in this paper to assess dam 
safety. The authors also hope that the SRP will serve as a 
starting point for a more rigorous Mexican Dam Safety 
Program protective of life, property, and the environment.  

The main obstacle to performing a quantitative risk 
assessment remains the estimation of the failure probabilities. 
Silva and Lambe (2004) state that the geotechnical profession 
recognizes three methods to estimate these failure 
probabilities: 1) historical data, 2) mathematical modeling, 
and 3) quantification of expert judgment. The SRP 
incorporates failure probabilities from these three methods in 
an approximate way by using an index that captures dam 
performance during periodic inspections and a prioritization 
index for dam safety issues. 
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Table 1:  Examples of Incidents in Large Dams in México, (1992-2004). 

DAM INCIDENT 

A. Los Naranjos (1985). Earth 
and rock-fill dam for irrigation on 
the Santa Clara River (48 m high, 
542 long, 26 hm3 total storage, 
side channel spillway with 1530 
m3/s capacity).  

Due to a storm in February 1992, an old pre-existing landslide of pyroclastic rocks (2,000,000 m3) was 
reactivated at the right abutment of Los Naranjos dam after seven years of raising-lowering cycles of the 
reservoir. The landslide caused diagonal cracks and 30 cm uplift along 80 m of the dam crest. The full 
reservoir and embankment damage prompted emergency actions to avoid a dam failure and the loss of lives 
downstream from the dam. Excavation of the upper part of the moving mass and berms near the toe of the 
landslide stabilize the dam.   

B. El Batán (1992). Earth and 
rock-fill dam for water supply on 
the El Pueblito River (45.5 m high, 
207 m long, 8.8  hm3 total storage, 
and a side channel spillway with 
534 m3/s capacity). 

Hydraulic fracturing, in connection with a deficient filter design, caused internal erosion and core damage, 
almost causing a dam failure. Hydraulic cracking triggered by water pressures during a rapid first filling of 
the reservoir occurred in 1992, causing internal erosion and piping. Two sinkholes appeared in the upper part 
of the earth dam, one on the upstream slope and another on the downstream slope. Characteristics of the 
damaged zone where internal erosion occurred include low confinement stresses and clay layers compacted 
on the dry side of optimum. The damaged zone was located near and above the steeply–sloped graded area 
used as the foundation for the outlet pipe and part of the embankment. Due to the full reservoir and damage to 
the embankment, the reservoir level was immediately lowered, and an emergency action plan was developed 
to prevent dam failure and permit remedial works, essentially consisting of construction of a plastic 
diaphragm wall on the affected zone. 

C. Chilatán (1989). Earth and 
rock-fill dam on the Tepalcatepec 
River for irrigation (105 m high, 
1100 m long, 806 hm3 total 
storage, and a channel spillway 
with 7000 m3/s capacity). 

During the first filling in 1990, a significant concentrated leakage appeared at the toe downstream of the dam 
and another in a drainage gallery excavated beneath the core clay through an alluvial deposit formed by a 
partially cemented conglomerate where the dam had been partially founded on the left bank. The gallery was 
initially excavated to explore the alluvial terrace resting on the bedrock (fractured diorite) to decide if the 
alluvial soils required excavation prior to construction of the embankment. A Lugeon criterion-based 
misinterpretation of water absorption tests in the alluvial terrace led to the conclusion that the conglomerate 
provided an impervious foundation for the dam; but leakage observations and seepage analysis, led to the 
conclusion that an internal erosion hazard existed through well-defined flow paths in the alluvial terrace: the 
reservoir level was then immediately lowered to prevent a dam failure. After an unsatisfactory pressure 
grouting of the alluvial terrace from the drainage gallery beneath the left part of the dam, a new drainage 
system with Johnson screens was constructed from that gallery to reduce the internal erosion risk of the 
alluvial soils. As result of the new seepage pattern in connection with the natural clogging and silting of the 
alluvial soil voids, the leakage decreased and the dam safety improved. 

D. International Falcón (1953). 
Multipurpose earth- and rock-fill 
dam on the Bravo River (50 m 
high, 8014 m long, 5038 hm3 total 
storage, and a gated spillway with 
13000 m3/s capacity). 

Engineers used probabilistic approaches to estimate the incremental dam failure risk due to existing and 
proposed gas extraction beneath the dam and its reservoir; resulting in  an annual probability of dam failure 
estimate of 8x10-3. This estimate took into account surface expressions of deep faults of Eocene age in the 
dam foundation and faults that in the long term might be activated by gas withdrawal in the gas field near the 
dam. The risk analysis addressed the following geologic-geotechnical factors influencing the risk of internal 
erosion in the embankment-rock foundation interface: untreated rock joints beneath the core and the aging of 
those treated beneath the spillway, non-compliance with modern filter criteria, and dissolution of gypsum in 
the rock foundation consisting of an inter-bedded shale and sandstone. 

E. Solís (1949). Embankment dam 
for flood control, irrigation, and 
hydroelectric power on the Lerma 
River (52 m high, 780 m long, 
1247 hm3 total storage, and a gated 
spillway with 2200 m3/s capacity).  

The crest was raised 5 m in 1979 to provide additional flood control capacity. During the filling of the 
reservoir in 2003, the water level rose to 70 cm from the upper rim of the spillway’s gates within the dam’s 
overtopping warning level. Because the hoist motors for all five gates had been previously removed for 
maintenance, an hourly overtopping risk of failure was tracked during filling of the reservoir. Human error 
was a factor in weighting the risk of overtopping. 

F. Trojes (1994).  Earth and 
rockfill dam for irrigation and 
hydroelectric power on the 
Barreras River (87 m high, 570 
long, 294 hm3 total storage, and a 
side channel spillway with 5900 
m3/s capacity).  

On January 21, 2003 a Richter magnitude 7.6 earthquake centered in the Pacific Ocean near the Mexican 
State of Colima, affected the embankment of the dam—located approximately 60 km northeast of the 
epicenter (N18.22°; W104.6°)—with the reservoir at operating level.. Deformations occurred in the 
embankment including crest settlements and longitudinal cracks, associated with compaction and shear 
distortion, resulting from dynamic shaking. In particular, crest settlements were smaller than those developed 
during construction and first filling of the reservoir as well as those due to consolidation during the years of 
normal dam operation. Even though minor damage occurred, if stronger earthquakes were to occur, additional 
and perhaps more damaging deformation and cracking could develop. 

G. Madín (1978). Earth and 
rockfill dam for flood control and 
water supply on the Tlalnepantla 
River (77 m high, 250 m long, 25 
hm3 total storage, and a gated 
spillway with 161 m3/s capacity). 

In general, the structural behavior of the dam has been satisfactory, but urban concentration at the inundation 
zone downstream of the dam would result in a flooding risk during an eventual spillway discharge; a 
condition that limits the allowable discharge capacity of the spillway available to the operator. Equally 
important in increasing the flooding risk has been the urbanization of the dam’s reservoir watershed, which 
increased the runoff flood and decreased its routing time. Consequently, the original free spillway was gated, 
and the flooding level of the dam was stepped down to control flood runoff and avoid the risk of uncontrolled 
spillway discharge. Overtopping, particularly as a result of human error, is a potential hazard for dam failure. 

2 SIMPLIFIED RANKING PROCEDURE 

Given a group of dams (e.g., Table 1), the SRP procedure 
facilitates a quantitative risk assessment for dams based on  

the ranking, rating, and weighting procedures of Multi-
Criteria Analysis (MCA, Mendoza, Guillermo, et al. 1999) 
applied to observations obtained during dam inspections. The 
likelihood of a dam failure is reflected in the Failure Index 
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(FI). The risk for each inspected dam in a group of dams can 
be assessed by the following Risk Index (RI):  

RI = FI � C        
                 (1) 

where, C equals the potential consequences downstream of 
the dam. 

To obtain the FI, the writers propose using categories of 
potential failure modes (e.g., geotechnical, geological, 
hydrologic, and human operational errors)  to which 
subjective failure probabilities are assigned based on 
historical data and quantified expert judgment (from 
experienced dam engineers) complemented by local 
experience with dam inspections and incidents. 

2.1 Procedure

Step 1. Estimate the consequences of a dam failure, C. The 
engineer should estimate the consequences of dam failure 
(e.g., the potential loss of life, damage to the infrastructure 
and other property, loss of income, etc.) to obtain the different 
constituents of C as shown in Table 2 for the group of dams 
shown in Table 1. This step will normally require a dam break 
analysis and development of an inundation map downstream 
of the dam. Since the failure consequences include different 
targets and can vary widely, normalization helps comparison 
of failure consequences from different dams. Table 3 shows 
values of C normalized by dividing each failure consequence 
with magnitude by the difference between the large and 
smallest magnitudes among all the failure consequences 
considered. 

Table 2. Estimated Failure Consequences for the Dams in Table 1 
Failure Consequences, C 

Dam h  

[m] 

s

[hm3]

PR

[#] 

IA

[ha] 

Sz 

[m4]

A 48 26 10 2600 1 248 

B 45 9 386 187 405

C 105 806 1000 40 000 84 630 

D 50 5038 [C]= 18131 211 500 251 900 

E 52 980 895 109 600 50 960 

F 87 294 150 25 570 25 578 

G 77 25 3867 0 1925

Where: h= height in meters, s = total storage in million of 
cubic meters, PR= populations at risk, IA = irrigation area in 
ha, Sz = destructive potential size of the dam in meters4.

Step 2.  Predict mechanisms of dam failure. As a result of 
the inspection of the dam, identify and describe all the 
probable events consistent with potential dam failure 
mechanisms. This potential failure mode analysis is 
considered an approximation of mutually exclusive and 
collectively exhaustive events and adverse conditions that 
may eventually lead to the dam failure (e.g., cracking, leakage 
and internal erosion, subsoil or foundations anomalies, 
overtopping, human errors, etc.).  For convenience, we 
classify these potential failure modes in the following 
categories: geotechnical (Gt), geological (Gg), hydrological 
(Hy), and others (Ot). 

Step 3. Estimate the likelihood of dam failure. To get the 
Failure Index (FI) matrix shown in Table 4, use Figures 1, 2, 
and 3, as well as practical experience such as that summarized 
in Table 1 to estimate the likelihood of dam failure for each 
potential failure mode In practice, we propose using a scale 
from 0 to 10 for FI. The higher the FI, the closer the dam is to 
n emergency condition.  a

Table 3. Normalized Failure Consequences 

Normalized Failure Consequences, Cn

Dam PR IA Sz 

A 0.0006 0.0123 0.005 

B 0.021 0.0009 0.002 

C 0.055 0.189 0.337 

D [Cn ] = 1.001 1.000 1.002 

E 0.049 0.518 0.203 

F 0.008 0.121 0.102 

G 0.213 0.000 0.008 

Table 4. Failure Index Matrix  
Failure Index, FI 

Dam Gt Gg Hy Ot

A 5 10 1 0
B 9 9 1 0
C 9 3 1 0
D [FI] = 7 9 1 0
E 1 1 1 10
F 1 6 1 0
G 1 1 6 4

Step 4. Apply influence factors.  Weighting by means of 
numerical influence factors, �, for each potential failure mode 
allows the engineer to introduce a final adjustment to reflect 
the relative significance of the different potential failure 
modes. The weighting vector [�] shown in Table 5, which 
takes into account worldwide statistics on dam failures, 
reflects weighting factors influencing dam failure.  

Table 5. Weighting Vector 
�

Gt 0.40 
[�] = Gg = 0.30 

Hy 0.20 
Ot 0.10 

The final weighted Failure Index (FI’), consists of the matrix-
vector product:  FI’ = [FI]*[�] as shown in Table 6. 

Table 6. Weighted Failure Index Matrix   
Dam Gt Gg Hy Ot FI’ 

A 5 10 1 0 5.2 

B 9 9 1 0 6.5 

C 9 3 1 0 [�] = FI’ = 4.7 

D 7 9 1 0 6.5 

E 1 1 1 10 1.4 

F 1 6 1 0 2.4 

G 1 1 6 4 2.3 
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FI CONDITION DURING INSPECTION MAL FUNCTIONS UNDESIRABLE FEATURES CONDITION 

10

Active landslide-
downstream 

9

Springs,muddy water, 
pipes

Clogged drains 

8

Active slide-upstream 

Loblolly 

Vortex in reservoir 

No drain 

7

Abnormal change in flow 
trough dam (reported or 
observed) 

Springs, clear water 

Transverse cracks at 
abutments contacts 

No cut-off, core or blanket 
No filter 
Sinkhole evidence  

Missing information on critical cross 
section

em
er

g
en

cy

6

Cracks parallel or 
transverse to dam 

Water bearing abutments higher than 
dam 

No regular inspection or maintenance 
of dam 

5

Seepage breakout on face

Animal holes 

Slopes steeper 2H:1V 

Poor dam-foundation connection 

n
o

n
-e

m
er

g
en

cy

U
N

SA
F

E

4

Non-uniform deformation 

Excessive settlement of 
crest

Soils that can liquefy in earthquake 

Variable or unknown placements of 
materials during construction 

3
No compaction 
No erosion protection 

m
a

rg
in

a
l

2

1

0

External erosion, gullies, 
holes

Trees on dam 

Tall vegetation 

m
in

o
r

D
E

FI
C

IE
N

T

Figure 1.  Geotechnical hazards (adapted from Lambe et al, 1981) 
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FI CONDITION DURING INSPECTION SUBSOIL CONDITION 
UNDESIRABLEFEATURES 

IN THE DAM 
CONDITION 

10

Dam on active landslide 

Dam foundation on active 
landslide

Active landslide in 
reservoir 

9

Normal faults parallel to 
the reservoir axis with 
depth groundwater level  

Fissures crossing the 
embankment dam  

8

Minor geological details: 

Permeable strata in the 
matrix of the subsoil  

Karstic foundation 

Springs, muddy water 

No drain or relief well 

No cut-off, core or blanket 

No filter 

Vortex or sinkhole evidence  

Uplift water pressure 
downstream 

No drain or relief well 
No cut-off, core or blanket 
No filter 

Vortex or sinkhole evidence  

7

         Seismic Zone B 

Seismic Zone a 

Dam in high or medium 
seismic activity zone of 
Mexico 

After an earthquake: 

Cracks parallel or transverse to 
dam  

Abnormal change in flow 
trough dam (reported or 
observed) 

Excessive settlement of crest 
em

er
g

en
cy

6

Normal faults 
perpendicular to the 
reservoir axis dam with 
deep groundwater level 

5

Conjugated faults with 
major principal stress 
pointing parallel to the 
dams’ reservoir axis, with 
deep groundwater level 

Loss of water of the reservoir 

Sinkhole evidence  

Induced seismicity N
o

n
-e

m
er

g
en

cy

U
N

SA
F

E

4

3 m
a

rg
in

a
l

2

1

0

m
in

o
r D
E

FI
C

IE
N

T

Figure 2. Geologic and geo-hydrologic hazards ( Ramírez-Reynaga, M., 2004). 
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Figure 3. Hydrological hazard, Tr = theoretical return period (adapted 
from Bouvard, 1988) 

Step 5–Determine dam safety ranking. The final Risk Index 
(RI) consists of the scalar product of each weighted value of 
[FI´] by each of the normalized failure consequences values 
(Cn). Table 5 presents the FI’ range for the example presented 
in this paper. For a group of dams, RI becomes a numeric 
index that can help rank the facilities in order of risk, thus 
help to make rational decisions in the allocation of finite 
resources to improve dam safety. 

The ranking established by the columns of the matrix [RI] 
shown in Tables 7a, 7b and 8 addresses problems of choosing 
among the interests of stakeholders.  

Table  7a. Risk Ranking 

Dam FI’ PR IA Sz 

A 5.2 0.0006 0.012 0.006 
B 6.5 0.021 0.0009 0.002 
C 4.7 0.055 0.189 0.337 
D [RI ]= 6.5 � 1.001 1.000 1.002 
E 1.4 0.049 0.518 0.203 
F 2.4 0.008 0.121 0.102 
G 2.3 0.234 0.000 0.008 

Thus:

Table  7b. Risk Ranking 
Dam PR IA Sz 

A 0.003 0.0624 0.030 
B 0.138 0.006 0.013 
C 0.259 0.889 1.583 
D [RI ]= 6.504 6.500 6.513 
E 0.069 0.725 0.284 
F 0.020 0.290 0.245 
G 0.540 0.000 0.020 

Table  8. Final Dam Safety Ranking 
RI Ranking FI’ Ranking 

PR IA Sz 

D Falcón D Falcón D Falcón D Falcón B Batán 
G Madín C Chilatán C Chilatán A Naranjos 
C Chilatán E Solís E Solís C Chilatán 
B Batán F Trojes F Trojes F Trojes 
E Solís A Naranjos A Naranjos G Madín 
F Trojes B Batán G Madín E Solís 
A Naranjos G Madín B Batán 

Table 8 shows the final RI rankings from Tables 6 and 7. 
Note that both Falcón (D) and Batán (B) dams have the same 
FI’ of 6.5, all other dams have lower FI’ values.  

3 CONCLUSIONS 

Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA) procedures were used to 
propose a Simplified Ranking Procedure (SRP) that can be 
used by most engineers during dam inspections. Experienced 
engineers must make the final decisions on the risk 
assessment and both the structural and functional safety of 
each dam. 

To calibrate and illustrate the SRP, this paper considers 
examples from the Mexican experience of incidents with 
large earth- and rock-fill dams.  Nevertheless, the proposed 
SRP—with the development of the applicable hazard tables 
and weighting factors—applies just as well to other types of 
dams (e.g., masonry or concrete gravity dams, arch dam, etc.). 
The writers plan to extend the SRP—including mathematical 
routines that can be incorporated in computer-aided tools—to 
those types of dams. 

Different MCA procedures exist. This paper uses the 
simplest conceptual MCA analysis, while recognizing that 
more sophisticated alternatives (e.g., Pairwise Comparison 
Procedures, Analytical Hierarchy Process, etc.) could also 
prove helpful. Risk-based assessments help engineers 
understand the major sources of risk for dams and can 
facilitate cost-benefit analyses. Ramírez-Reynaga (2004) 
presents an example for the Falcón Dam. 
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